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1. IntrodiLictian

In this paper we fiocus on a graph theoiretic

prcfol- related to the design of a local ar<-

ne加〇-rk( in short工一AN ) illustrated as in Fig.1'

地re the computing devices are sep汀ated into the
user layer and the server layer.　　These two

layers correspond to the work statioins and the

resoL江CeS, respectively.　　The I*相可plays a role

of interconnection btween加Iayers.
A virtual ccntputer syst<甘n foor a user can be

represented as a triangle of Fig.2, where the
leftmost vertex means a wt⊃ik station.　　The

triangle represents also a hierarcl止cal structure

oif programmodulesl ard　伽n the L甜Iayer xs
inserted between two layers, i.e./ tw〇　separated

sets of匹ogram modules.　If the data betlween

加つIayers flows as fast as in a single computer,

the problem dc治S not occur.　The realistic LAN.
however, is not so fast, and then the problem to

find the optimum cutset where地I血N is inserted
becor肥s siginificant.　We propose a theoiretical

problem arising from such backgrαmdl and state an

efficient algofrithm to solve this.

ー　Workstati-OnS

Fig.1　A conceptual LAN syst甜l
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Fig.2　A vrrヒual subsyst- Cn LW syst飢
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2. Minimum Cost Cutset Problem

since the profolem is to find the minimum cost

工iAN which divides the system into two layersl a

graph itndel is pnoposed for this purpose.

First, we introduce a kind of data fl訓　graph

that is a data flow tree where eaclュ　edge has the

value oif required data flow.　The data flow tree

differs frcm the conventioinal tree graph in

variety oif the type of nodes.　In the case of

工AN the tree must include b〇th And-type node and

OR-tyj匹rlC)de, v血ich are needed to represent the

resource locking and the conditioI迫1 branch in

匹ograms, resp∋ctively.　If the tr既consists Of

only AND-ty匹nodesJ the problem becomes the sar把
as in the convent!onal graph【1 1　　An example of

AND/OR tree is shown as inFig.3　as a　血ta flow
madel.　　The n∝)t( a oluble circle ) is the

initial point of -dl b血vi-　on interco--ted
program modules. and the leaves( squares ) are tk
terminal me血Ies.　　An AND/OR tree represents a
d四mC b血vior of logical computing systems.
The minimum oost problem of　工AN foir computing

syst- is reduced to the problem to find the
minhm cost cutset fo<r an AND/C択　tree where the

data flows from the root to leaves.

Fig-3　An eコqnple of AND/OR tree
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3.Algorithm
Next,weshowanalgorithmtooobtainthe
min血mcostcutsetfoiranAND,/CRtree.

くOUTLINEOFAIぷOR工THM>
INPUT:AND/ORtreeG=(V.E)withlabel
OuTPUT:Seto蝣fMinimumCostCutsetC

ProcedurePAND
Input:SubtreeCowfoose血:evhasrelationAND
Co={ei,‥-・,ehkH
Output:Edgee^whosel血1isthesumofall
labelsofe:十feC(p-0,-′k);
ProcedurePOR;
Input:SubtreeCo崩IosenodevhasrelationOR
Co={e^,
Output:Edgee」wh。se';譜isthem舶mlabel
ofei-p6Co(p-0,-,k);
ProcedurePPATH:
Input:SubtreeCndlosenodevhastwoedges
Co={ej.,Ore雪目:
Output:Edge&iwhoselabelissmalleroneof
加oinCo}

begin/*main*/
C<-E;/*initialization*/

forlevel:=kdOwnto1do
while{setoifnodesfcx己loingtocurrentlevel)
・」*do
begin
if(theolカectxvenodevhastwoo・rmore
edges)then
軸in
if(nodevisAND-typenode)tl漕n
begin

PAND ;

Cく一一C-Co+{e王I
end

el se

的in
FOR ;

Cく-C-Co+{e|　}
end

end ;

PPATO ;

Cく-C　-Co+{e*　}

end

sra i

/詛call proc∈idure AND*/

/*call procedure OR*/

/*call procedure PATt王*/

/* edge e{orej is
deleted */

廿肥Ievel maans the distance from the root.

Cois the
an edge

慧慧vesetofedges
[fromC。by∫and{
each孟よ.読:PMJD, POR or PPATH which is called by the algorithm

is a lO押er pr血e fo<r each type node( Am, OR
or Ⅵ頓炭:Y ) , where the star-typ≧ subtree is reduced

to an edge.　　We demonstrate the algorithm f<or an

aND/OR tree as in Fig.4.

4 , Conclusion

As a result we obtain the foliaWing;

(i)　{el'e2・ :3'C4'C5,  (ii)芋{el,e2,e*(e4).e5・e61

ヽ/{

(iii)い<e2,e;<e*>.　(iv)　<=,′.<ォ*>.e5te6)}

s

t　一

(v)　ie.,ォ,<-,>1

(vi) Min.C -{ e2,e,,e.)

Fig.4　An appliesation of

ALGCRnHM descxxbed in the paper
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There exists an 0(n) algorithm too find the

minimum cost cutset foir an AND/OR tree.　　If the

n血of minhm cost cutsets are fixed,廿迫n the
set of min血m cost cutsets is also obtained within
the linear tune.

An extended case of non-tree graph has b己en

discussed.　　廿Iere still remain. however.　ome

difficulties to utilize this result oir the

realistic h鉛I design, but the discussxOn Of this

paper reminds us of importance, of data flow

analysis in the distributed system 【2].
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